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+32 (0)9 233 93 93  

 

 

Ghent is a popular destination and the city wants to keep this reputation. Therefore, since April 3rd, a new 

mobility plan is in effect in and around the city centre. How you can easily get to the hotel by car? 

Advice: turn off your GPS device and follow one of the following routes 

 

Coming from the northern direction E34 or from the coast E40 exit (13) Drongen . Follow the ring R4/R40 to 

on the "Rooigemlaan" and after passing the Total petrol station and the Carrefour supermarket turn left into 

"Nieuwewandeling".  

Follow up to just over the bridge until the second street (at the lights) and turn right into "Hoogstraat".  

Continue until "Poel" and sort left to turn left into "Drabstraat". 

The entrance to the car park of Ghent Marriott is located underneath the hotel at the end of the street. 

----------------- 

You are coming from E40 from Brussels or E17 from Antwerp E17 from Kortrijk or the city. Take exit Centre 

and follow the signs “alle richtingen”. At the lights turn left. Follow the ring road R40 on the "Martelaarslaan" 

and after passing of the McDonalds to your left side, turn right at the lights into "Bernard Spaelaan".  

Follow the tram tracks that will take you over the bridge "Rozemarijn", onto "Papepgaaistraat". Continue 

until you have to turn left onto "Onderbergen". Continue until the end and turn left again, when you have 

reached "Poel" after 100 meters turn right onto "Drabstraat".  

The entrance to the car park of Ghent Marriott is located underneath the hotel at the end of the street. 

You wish to use GPS 

 

Please set these 2 addresses before departure: 

First navigate to  "Nieuwewandeling" , switch to the second setting: "Poel". 

Once you enter "Poel", go straight ahead and you will arrive at the entrance to car park Ghent Marriott. 

  

Please note! Once you have left the ring you are in a "Zone 30" area so please be advised to respect 

a maximum speed of 30 km per hour. 

 


